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Recently, the real contact area and the compliance and electrical resistance for a rough surface deﬁned with aWeierstrass
series have been studied under the assumption that superposed self-aﬃne sine waves had well separated wavelengths, extend-
ing the celebrated procedures pioneered by Archard [Archard, J.F., 1957. Elastic deformation and the laws of friction. Proc.
R. Soc. Lond. A 243, 190–205]. Here, more realistic fractal rough surface proﬁles are considered, by using the Weierstrass
series with randomphases, andwithmuch lower separation of the various scales, using a full or a hybrid numerical/analytical
technique.A non-linear layer algorithm is developedwhich is a very eﬃcient approximate tool to study this problem, avoiding
the need for averaging over various realizations of proﬁles with randomphases. Themultiscale problem is solved by a cascade
of 2-scales problems, each of which is solved with a few elements for an imposed contact area, deriving load as a function of
indentation and the conductance by diﬀerentiation using Barber’s analogy theorem.
Dimensionless results for the conductance as a function of applied pressures show that the conductance seems to be
close to a power law at low loads, and is nearly linear at intermediate loads (following the normalized single sinusoidal
case except at the origin). At high loads, the conductance becomes strongly dependent on fractal dimension because of
weak dependence on the contribution of small wavelength scales (higher order terms in the series). Since roughness tends
to be squeezed out, the conductance tends to increase more than linearly (more so, the smaller is the fractal dimension).
However, another limit could be found in terms of the ﬁnite size of the specimen, which may suggest reaching a ﬁnite limit.
The resulting curves could then be sigmoidal, as conﬁrmed by qualitative comparisons with experiments in the literature.
 2007 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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Various statistical (Greenwood and Williamson, 1966; Whitehouse and Archard, 1970; Bush et al., 1975)
and fractal theories (Archard, 1957; Majumdar and Bhushan, 1991; Ciavarella et al., 2000) have attempted
to solve the problem of mechanical contact of rough surfaces. Recent theories agree that the elastic contact
area is shown to go to zero in the limit of fractals when all the wavelengths are included. In particular, Ciav-
arella et al. (2000) show that the contact area at large enough resolutions tends to have a fractal dimension of
2D, where D is the dimension of the proﬁle.0020-7683/$ - see front matter  2007 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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880 M. Ciavarella et al. / International Journal of Solids and Structures 45 (2008) 879–893It is well known (and common experimental observation) that contact does not happen on the nominal area
but on a great number of contact spots of various forms and dimensions, that depend on the highest dimen-
sion of the proﬁle, distributed on nominal contact area. Actually, according to the results of he contact area
can then be considered is itself a fractal, and in the Mandelbrot’s terminology (Mandelbrot, 1982) it is a lacu-
nar fractal, i.e. it has fractal dimension less than the topological dimension, as opposed to invasive fractals,
which have the opposite property.
The ‘‘structure’’ of the fractal is similar to a Cantor set. This raises a question over the limit conductance in
a ‘‘zero’’ contact area (is it also zero or ﬁnite?) i.e. as found within the assumption of elasticity theory applied
to fractal surfaces contact mechanics. If the contact conductance is found to be zero for these models, then
maybe plastic deformation or other small scale processes need to be considered to ﬁnd a realistic value; if
on the contrary, it is ﬁnite, maybe this is close to the true value. Work in progress by some colleagues (Man-
ners and Gholami, 2005) is showing that if contact sizes are progressively reduced to zero, and the pattern of
gaps and contacts remains uniform so that the gap sizes also tend to zero, then the resistance will tend to zero
i.e. the conductance to inﬁnity! However, if the contacts are arranged in the pattern generated by the ‘Cantor
Dust’ model, so that the gaps remain ﬁnite, then the resistance remains ﬁnite. More generally, where the con-
tact area is progressively reduced on a sequence of scales, then the resistance is the sum of a series of values
appropriate to each scale. The resulting series converges to a ﬁnite limit for sequences that seem reasonable for
typical surfaces and mechanical contact processes, but can diverge if the contact area scales down fast enough,
so we can even have the other limit of inﬁnite resistance, i.e. zero conductance!
Experimental data on electrical conductance under similar conditions seem surprisingly diﬀerent by various
orders of magnitude, and moreover seem to follow diﬀerent trends both quantitatively and qualitatively (see
Fig. 1). This may be partly due to the eﬀect of ﬁlms and oxides, which vary largely between one surface and
another (not all mechanical contact spot conduct, but only the so-called ‘‘a-spot’’ according to Holm, 1958).
However, it appears that the rms roughness of the experimental data has a profound eﬀect, as well as possibly
other features of roughness which vary between one surface and the other (for example, correlation length),
and which are perhaps not captured in standard models.
Despite Fig. 1 indicates a very wide possibilities of laws (in particular, since the plot is log–log, power–laws
do not seem to be appropriate in many cases), all existing theories and experimental data on conductance pre-
dict power–law eﬀect of load on conductance, i.e.Fig. 1. Contact conductance of stainless steel – stainless steel contacts against applied pressure (adapted from Snaith et al., 1983 and see
references therein).
Table 1
A few theories of thermal conductance, and their predicted exponent of the relationship C = Pm
Reference m Reference m
Laming (1961) 0.5 Tien (1968) 0.85
Fletcher and Gyorog (1971) 0.56 Thomas and Probert (1970) 0.92
Mal’kov (1970) 0.66 Mikic (1974) 0.94
Yovanovich (1982) 0.95
Antonetti (1993) 0.95
Copper et al. (1969) 0.99
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where m is an exponent generally either in the range of 0.5 or in the range near 1 (see Table 1 and reference
therein, which are thermal conductance theories rather than electrical; however, the two are expected to lead
to similar physics).
In particular, the laws of conductance cited in Table 1 are in two signiﬁcantly diﬀerent classes. Most the-
ories showing m around 0.5 suppose plastic regime (since the conductance is proportional to the contact
radius, whereas the area in the plastic regime grows with P/H, where H is hardness). The second class of the-
ories are those suggesting m closer to 1 and are based on mainly elastic behavior with roughness as it can be
shown by one of the earlier theory of rough contact, that of Greenwood and Williamson in the exponential
distribution of asperities. If there was no roughness, Hertz theory would predict contact radius and hence con-
ductance growing with power 1/3 of the load for point contact and 1/2 for line contact. As it is clear from
Fig. 1 however, the typical conductance laws with perhaps one or two exceptions, seem to indicate various
‘‘regimes’’ rather than a single linear or a power law (in the log–log plot a power–law being a straight line),
and because the x–y scales are in the same proportion, it is immediate to see that most curves start from well
below linearity (45), and in most cases increase the power towards sometimes well above the linear regime. In
some cases, curves are also turning the other way around (i.e. decreasing the slope), or have even sinusoidal
shapes. In some cases, some curves start from linear. Surprisingly, no other conductance other than power–
law has emerged so far (at least not in the best of the authors’ knowledge) in the literature. In theory, any
contact should start from a single contact at the lowest asperity scale (and then, with power 1/3 or 1/2)
and then deviate towards the regime dictated by the roughness and the progressive inﬂuence of larger and lar-
ger scales. A ﬁrst suggestion will emerge here with a semi-analytical calculation on fractal proﬁles (although
limited to line contact i.e. to the contact of two-dimensional proﬁles, a somewhat idealized case).
The linearity of the conductance law in the Greenwood–Williamson model can be derived directly. However,
to show this here, it is convenient to introduce Barber’s analogy in the elastic regime (Barber, 2003), which will
be used extensively in the paper when dealing with the roughness. Shortly, Barber makes use of the analogy
between the Green’s functions of the electrical and mechanical problem on the half-space, together with other
theorems in contact mechanics suggesting monotonic force-indentation curve, and derivative, to show that the
conductance of a rough contact is the derivative of the force-indentation curve (incremental stiﬀness),C ¼  2
qE
@P
@d
ð2Þwhere1
E
¼ 1 m
2
1
E1
þ 1 m
2
2
E2
; q ¼ q1 þ q2 ð3Þare combined elastic modulus and combined resistivities of the materials, E is Young’s modulus, and m is the
Poisson’s ratio, and P is load at the given separation d, which is equal and opposite to the indentation d, hence
the minus sign in (2).
The analogy also permits to show bounds on conductance for a given ﬁnite amplitude of roughness (see
Fig. 2). In particular, for a given load at any level, we do not know the exact displacement, but we know
the lower and upper values. Hence, we also know bounds on the derivative. For example, the line CA deﬁnes
the lowest value of the slope at the level of load deﬁned by point A, whereas the line AD deﬁnes the highest
Fig. 2. The load–displacement relation for rough surface must lie between these two curves according to Barber’s theorem (Barber, 2003).
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given load.
As a consequence, the conductance cannot be inﬁnite even for fractal rough ness but of ﬁnite peak-to-valley
amplitude d1–d2. This rules out the paradoxical limit of zero resistance, but does not remove the possibility
that a ﬂat surface with some roughness could reach the limit conductance of the perfect contact (which if
the surface extends to inﬁnity means perfect i.e. inﬁnite conductance). This shows why results at large pres-
sures (where the roughness could be nearly all compressed) may vary largely between various realizations
depending on the features of the surface which make the roughness squeezed.
Interpretation of classical results using the GW model (Greenwood and Williamson, 1966) and its develop-
ments can be discussed in terms of conductance because of the analogy (2, 3). Suppose an exponential distri-
bution of asperity summit heights /(zs) = (c/rs)exp(zs/rs) where c is a arbitrary constant and rs is an
amplitude parameter of the asperities summit height distribution. The total load is obtained by summing
for all the asperities whose height zs exceeds the separation d which will be compressed by the diﬀerence
between z and d. Thus,P ¼ cN expðd=rsÞIg ð4Þ
where the integral Ig is independent of the separation d, is dependent only on the deformation mode of the
asperity, and N is the number of asperities per unit area. Hence, by using the analogy result (2) and diﬀeren-
tiation of (4), it is trivial to show that the electrical conductance is linear with respect to total loadCGW ¼ 2qE
P
rs
ð5Þshowing that the only asperity feature which seems to matter for the electrical conductance is the parameter rs,
which is the analogous to the standard deviation in the Gaussian distribution. The height parameters are not
very sensible to resolution even in the limit case of fractals when all the wavelengths are included, therefore the
relation (5) is rapidly convergent showing that conductance is only aﬀected by largest wavelength components
of roughness. Of course, if the load is predicted from (4), this may be varying with resolution, because the
asperity density N and the asperity radius which enters in the integral Ig are most likely aﬀected by resolution.
Asperity theories are strongly limited in that they neglect interaction eﬀects (and hence clustering eﬀects of
the conductance), and because of the disturbing result that the peak density goes as 1/(3D)  1/(4D), where D
is sampling interval – i.e. (Greenwood and Wu, 2001) ‘‘between 1 in 3 and 1 in 4 of all sample points is a
peak!’’. This puts some worries about the deﬁnition of asperity based on 3-points peak local maxima of proﬁle
scans, and alternative deﬁnitions of asperity have been put forward.
In the light of these limitations, in this paper we shall not make use of asperity theories but of full solution
of contact problems. However, we expect that at low loads the simplest asperity model result of linearity
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conﬁrmed, at least qualitatively, even by more reﬁned investigations. This paper has of course some limita-
tions: we use linear elasticity, and hence neglect plasticity. Also we assume plane proﬁles rather than full sur-
faces. Finally, we assume a periodic contact, and hence, the theoretical limit is inﬁnite conductance. In
practice, there will be a ﬁnite size of the specimen, leading to some ‘‘full contact’’ limit value of ﬁnite
conductance.2. The mechanics of contact of the Weierstrass proﬁle
A much used description of fractal proﬁles is the Weierstrass series (Majumdar and Bhushan, 1991; Green-
wood and Wu, 2001; Ciavarella et al., 2000, 2004a,b,c)W ðxÞ ¼ g0
X1
i¼0
cðD2Þi cosðq0cixþ /iÞ ð6Þwhere g0 is the amplitude of the ﬁrst sinusoid, q0 ¼ 2pk0 is the circular frequency given by the wavelength of the
ﬁrst sinusoid, k0, and c is a parameter (sometimes chosen to be 1.5 to have a non-periodic proﬁle, but here
chosen to be 2 for simplicity to have periodic functions). Finally, /n are random phases (not strictly needed
for the Weierstrass series to be a fractal). The Weierstrass series used for generating proﬁles in numerical sim-
ulations are generally truncated to a number of terms n, the fractal limit obviously pertains to the asymptotic
limit of n going to inﬁnity. In the next ﬁgure there are any examples of fractal proﬁles with diﬀerent c (Fig. 3).
This function clearly has a discrete spectrum, and moreover shows approximate self-aﬃne behavior,
because of the ﬁrst term. However, its spectrum can be approximated with a continuous power law PSD
(Power Spectrum Density) function, and using the Sayles and Thomas notation (1978), at large frequencies
we can write G(x) = Bxb, where B is a scale parameter of dimensions of length, and 3 < b < 1 is topothesy,
related to fractal dimensions in the Mandelbrot terminology, as D = 2.5 + b/2. Here, we indicate by 1 < D < 2
the fractal dimension of a proﬁle.
The zeroth, second and fourth order moments of the PSD are known to be the variance of heights, slopes
and curvatures, respectively, and are obtained by integrating over a pass-band of proﬁle frequencies between a
high-pass cutoﬀ xH and a low-pass cutoﬀ xL. For the power–law G(x) = Bx
b, we obtainm0 ﬃ Bbþ 1x
bþ1
H 
1
Lbþ1
¼ 1
L2D4
; and m2 ¼ Bbþ 3x
bþ3
L 
1
ðDÞbþ3 ¼
1
ðDÞ2D2 ð7Þwhere D is a sampling interval, xL = 2p/D and xL xH = 2p/L. Here, L is the length of the proﬁle scan. In
other words m0 depends only (modestly) on the length of the specimen. The slopes and curvatures are (nearly)
independent of the high-pass cutoﬀ but depend strongly on the sampling interval. So, Eq. (7) are importantFig. 3. Fractal proﬁles described by Weierstrass series for diﬀerent c (phases are random).
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series with n terms, it is found thatm0;W ¼ W 2ðxÞ
  ¼ 1
2
ðg0Þ2
Xn
i¼0
c2ðD2Þi; m2;W ¼ W 02ðxÞ
  ¼ 2 p g0
k0
 2Xn
i¼0
c2ðD1Þi ð8ÞThe corresponding full contact pressure is given by superposition of the single sinusoid solution (Johnson,
1985, 13.2), which assuming zero mean pressurepfcðxÞ ¼ ðEq0g0=2Þ
Xn
i¼0
cðD2Þi cosðq0cixþ /iÞ ð9ÞIt is well known (Manners, 2000; Johnson, 1985, 13.3), the variance of full contact pressure is proportional to
the variance of slopes rpw ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
m2;W
p ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
W 02ðxÞ q ,p2fcðxÞ
D E
¼ 1
4
E2m2;W ¼ 1
2
Eq0g0
2
 2Xn
i¼0
c2ðD1Þi ð10Þwhich makes it arguable that it is not possible to make ‘‘full’’ contact with any ﬁnite applied load. More spe-
ciﬁcally, in the deterministic version of the Weierstrass series (i.e. Eq. (6) without random phases), it is obvious
that the full contact pressure (9) also does not depend on phases and hence there is no ﬁnite load to achieve full
contact since the series does not converge (Ciavarella et al., 2000). However, this does not imply immediately
that also inﬁnite conductance is ruled out, since in principle, at least if we neglect interaction eﬀects, perfect
electrical contact is possible for contact over only part of the surface (Jang and Barber, 2003). We shall discuss
this further in the results paragraph.
It can be shown that even an accurate elastic solution (at least in the limit of large c) leads to a contact area
which is a nearly linear function of load but with the coeﬃcient is decreasing with the number of terms in the
series. In fact, if we write dimensionless pressure ~p ¼ p=p, where p* = E*q0g0/2 is the full contact pressure of
the ﬁrst term, the decrease of contact area from A0, the area of the ﬁrst scale in contact for n = 0, is given by
Ciavarella et al. (2000) in the Hertzian regime (~p < 0:2) for large n, or large c, byAn=A0 ¼ K1~pcðD1Þðn1Þ ð11Þ
with K1 = 0.39139.
In Fig. 4 we plot the dimensionless parameters ~rw ¼ ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃm0;Wp =g0, and ~rpw ¼ ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃm2;Wp = g0k0 from the two Eq. (8),
the second of which in a log scale, as a function of the number of terms N included in the series. Notice that
since c = 2, the largest value n = 10 corresponds to 210 = 1024 smaller wavelength than the ﬁrst term. Also,
this is equivalent to have an ideal full proﬁle, but changing the ‘‘sampling interval’’ which we can imagine
using for measuring a Weierstrass series. For the height parameter rw the convergence is very rapid, with 4
terms in the series the values being very close to the converged values for D = 1.25, 6 terms for D = 1.5
and about all 10 terms for D = 1.75. Even for the large fractal dimension of D = 1.75, the diﬀerence between
the value for a single sinusoid, and the converged value is only a factor 2. Diﬀerent behavior, as expected, is
obtained for the slopes parameter ~rpw which grows in a power–law, and increases of up to more than 2 orders
of magnitude in the case of D = 1.75.
3. Weierstrass proﬁle and the non-linear layer algorithm
In previous papers (Ciavarella et al., 2004a,b,c) we studied the conductance of the Weierstrass proﬁle, by
keeping the assumption of large enough c. A full direct numerical algorithm was developed, and with other pos-
sible (simpler) approximations. The most accurate and eﬃcient approximation was obtained with the non-lin-
ear layer model which will be here described shortly (a more complete description is in Ciavarella et al., 2004c).
In terms of compliance, the non-linear method was seen to work only for c > 5 which is not realistic for actual
rough surfaces of engineering interest. Vice versa, no precise test was conducted in terms of conductance only
for lower c for which there is a need to consider random phases, and results are then interpreted in terms of
mean values. A systematic investigation was not attempted, but as it will be shown in this paper, the non-linear
Fig. 4. The dimensionless parameters ~rw ¼ ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃm0;Wp =g0, and ~rpw ¼ ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃm2;Wp = g0k0 (see Eq. (8)), respectively, for (a and b), as a function of the
number of terms n of a Weierstrass series with c = 2. The 3 lines correspond to D = 1.25, 1.5, 1.75.
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also for lower c, down to about 2. The results will then be conveniently interpreted in terms of general trends.
The non-linearmethod can start from the smallest wavelength and going up in the scale. The ﬁrst layer stiﬀness
can be actually found analytically. Speciﬁcally, for a single sine wave of amplitude g, and wavelength k, the rela-
tion between the approach d and themean pressure p is given byCiavarella et al. (2004a), Eq. (17), obtained from
the Westergaard solution by removing the term corresponding to the uniaxial uniform compression,d
g
¼ ~p½1 ln ~p ð12ÞA further quantity of interest is the electrical constriction resistance. Using Barber’s analogy (2), the electrical
contact conductance C isC ¼  2
qE
dðpAnÞ
dd
ð13Þand a speciﬁc conductance is obtained for unit area An = 1Cs ¼ CAn ¼ 
2
qE
dp
dd
ð14ÞFrom Eq. (14) we can evaluate the analytical expression for the dimensionless conductance of a single sine
wave, which results~C ¼  1
lnð~pÞ ð15Þ
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2pAn
ð16ÞThe idea of the non-linear layer approximation is to separate various components of roughness (extending
the old idea of ‘‘form’’, ‘‘waviness’’ and ‘‘roughness’’), and in particular treating the microscopic roughness as
a local non-linear spring acting on the macroscopic shape of the contact. The behavior of the system is then
given by the combination of the stiﬀness of the large macroscopic punch with the local one of the small sinu-
soid. The local stiﬀness is not a constant but depends on the mean pressure applied on it. The problem
becomes equivalent to the contact of two linear elastic bodies separated by a non-linear Winkler foundation.
During the contact process, when the indenter proceeds, the distribution of pressure on the single elements i
of the contact area varies and accordingly also the stiﬀness Ki of the small springs varies. Because of the nature
of the Winkler model, in which the degree of freedoms are uncoupled, the compliance matrix obtained for the
layer is a diagonal one, and the eﬀect of the springs is easily included. This procedure is iterated, i.e. the pres-
sure distribution will be recalculated and so on till the results will converge using the ‘consistency condition’ as
boundary condition – in other words, since the contact area is connected, it is possible to solve the problem for
a given contact area (which makes the problem linear). This is a ﬁrst advantage of the method, but an even
greater advantage is that it can clearly be adapted to solve recursively multiscale rough proﬁles, instead of the
full solution of the multiscale problem. In short, the linearized problem is solved and the contact area remains
always mono-connected, since only the non-linear layer stiﬀness changes upon increasing of the number of
terms simulated by the layer.
Hence, each 2-scale problem can be treated with more than suﬃcient accuracy with 100 elements, whereas
to have the same accuracy with the direct method we need 100 elements for the smallest wavelength included
in the model, and for a Weierstrass with 5 terms and c = 2, this means 3200 elements. Finally, last but not
least, a further very large advantage of the method is that the non-linear layer method implicitly ‘‘produces’’
the average results over random phases. In fact, a single stiﬀness result is obtained since the reduction to point
wise springs makes the eﬀect of phase irrelevant, and numerical experiments show that the resulting stiﬀness is
very close to the mean stiﬀness (averaging over random phases). In order to have the mean from direct simu-
lation, the direct code with the large number of elements needs to run several times, and the advantage
becomes evident. In practice, the non-linear method can give the converged result (i.e. the limit stiﬀness with
an arbitrary number of terms) within a matter of minutes in our PC code implemented in MathCAD, whereas
the full direct simulation takes hours to run the largest models we have attempted with 1600 elements.
4. Validation of the non-linear layer algorithm
Fig. 5 shows comparison of the non-linear layer method with full direct simulations, for c = 2,3,5. The ana-
lytical result for the single sinusoid (Eq. (15)) is included for comparative purposes. Also, a linear approxima-
tion of the single sinusoid case is included as the chained dot line, which will be described later on, in Eq. (20).
It is seen that the results of the non-linear layer are certainly excellent for c = 3 or greater, satisfactory up to
the c = 2 limit case. Naturally, some degree of error is evident in the ﬁgures for the limit case c = 2, but notice
that for large ~C even the mean of the full direct numerical simulations is prone to errors, since it is obtained
starting from a numerical diﬀerentiation of the pressure-compliance curve which introduces systematic errors.
Hence, the non-linear layer algorithm is used with the following analysis with various values of D, c, and n.
Incidentally, for c < 2, the non-linear layer method is seen to depart signiﬁcantly from the results of the mean
of the direct algorithm (ﬁgures are not included for brevity), but the case is not necessarily of interest (the Wei-
erstrass series becomes aperiodic and further complications arise) (Fig. 6).
5. Results
In Fig. 7 we present the results for the speciﬁc dimensionless conductance. The analytical results for n = 1 is
obtained from Eq. (15), while the values for n = 2,3,4,5,6 are obtained using the non-linear layer theory.
Notice that the conductance is multiplied by the dimensionless rms amplitude factor
Fig. 5. Dimensionless speciﬁc conductance ~C for D = 1.5. Comparison of non-linear layer and mean value of direct simulations, for
n = 2,3,5. (a) c = 2 and (b) c = 3 and (c) c = 5. The dash dot line ~C ¼ e~p is the tangent to the conductance for the single sinusoid as it can
be obtained from Eq. (20).
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2
p
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃXn
i¼0
c2ðD2Þi
s
ð17Þwhich is the ratio plotted in Fig. 4a, i.e. the ratio of the true SD of heights for each corresponding case, to the
amplitude of the ﬁrst term, g0, so as to collapse all curves qualitatively in agreement to the GW asperity model
result (5). In the following, we shall use this notation for dimensionless plots.
Fig. 6. Dimensionless contact area for c = 2, D = 1.75 and various number of terms n = 1,2,4,6.
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the converged value at least in the range of pressures plotted. However, the question is to try to understand if this
apparent convergence depends on the window chosen for the dimensionless pressure and conductance, or if we
were to enlarge the window at larger pressures, no complete convergence would be found. This recalls the discus-
sion on the introduction of this paper, and particularly appropriate is the work in progress byManners andGho-
lami (2005). This in fact shows that it is possible that conductance goes to inﬁnitywith patterns of uniform contacts
reducing in size at each stage of the process, but with gap sizes also tending to zero. In the most likely situation is
that contacts pattern are generated by some kind of clustered model, similar to the ‘Cantor Dust’ model, the gaps
remain ﬁnite, and the conductance also remains ﬁnite. Notice that this is already paradoxical, since it would not be
immediate to expect zero contact area transmitting a ﬁnite amount of current! Notice that also Jang and Barber
(2003) ﬁnd convergence to perfect contact (i.e. inﬁnite conductance) without full contact, but this is obtained
neglecting interaction eﬀects in 3D, and hence is due to a very large number of contacts.
On some aspects of these theoretical questions, numerical experiments in a sense do not provide deﬁnitive
answers, but our results do seem to converge to some forms increasing power–law exponent (i.e. increasingly
slope in the log–log plots), and hence even though there may never be ‘‘perfect’’ contact, this in practice is
found for ﬁnite pressures, without full contact. On the contrary, we know that the contact area seems to
decrease without limit upon increase of the number of terms, as shown in Fig. 7 in an example case, and sug-
gested by the approximate results in Ciavarella et al. (2000) in Eq. (11). Hence, for a given applied pressure,
while the conductance tends to not change after a few terms, the contact area certainly continues to decrease.
Hence, the convergence of the macroscopic conductance is eventually entirely due to the parallel of an inﬁnite
number of inﬁnitesimal contact areas, whose interactionhas to be included as otherwise the conductance does not
converge (Jang and Barber, 2003). The even more paradoxical result to ﬁnd an inﬁnite conductance for a zero
contact area does seem less probable since we would need to produce contact uniformly everywhere, according
toManners andGholami (2005), and this is ruled out by the presence of the ﬁrst terms of the series which produce
gaps in certain regions which are never reattached in contact in the solution with more terms in the series.
One of the most interesting aspects is that linearity is not found as expected from asperities theories. This
may be due to the fact that we are considering two-dimensional proﬁles, but consider the conductance in the
low-pressure regimes of the single sinusoid case: despite the logarithmic singularity near the origin, the con-
ductance in (15) is approximately linear. More precisely, taking the product ~C~r for the single sinusoid, which
from Eqs. (15) and (17) is~C~r ¼  1=
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
lnð~pÞ ð18Þits derivative beingd~C~r
d~p
¼ 1=
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
~pln2ð~pÞ ð19Þ
Fig. 7. Dimensionless speciﬁc conductance ~C~rw for c = 2 and various number of terms n = 1,2,4,6,8 (a) D = 1.05, (b) D = 1.5, (c)
D = 1.75. The dot dash line is deﬁned in Eq. (20).
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~C~r ¼ e~p= ﬃﬃﬃ2p is tangent to the correct curve (18), goes to the origin, and approximates reasonably well the
intermediate range of pressures (e.g. in the range ~p ¼ 0:2 0:6). For more general proﬁles, also because of
the asperity model results, we would expect some deviations due to logarithmic terms, but above a given
threshold of pressure, a linear relationship should emerge such as~C ¼ eﬃﬃﬃ
2
p ~p
~rw
ð20Þwhere the denominator actually depends on the number of terms and the fractal dimension (17).
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of Eq. (20). It is clear that increased agreement with the linear law (20) is found with respect to the case of the
single sinusoid. However, this is more true for the large D case than for the low D case, where the linear behav-
ior remains limited in terms of pressure range.
Fig. 8 shows the variation of conductance for diﬀerent c: c = 3,5,10 instead of 2 as in Fig. 7. When c
increases, the conductance converges much faster with the number of waves (but this is expected, since the
range of wavelengths changes much faster with n when is c is larger). However, the tendency to linearity is
further reduced with respect to the case of low c, and ‘‘knee points’’ appear. This result is also expected,
because for larger c the eﬀect of higher order terms in the series is reduced.Fig. 8. Dimensionless speciﬁc conductance ~C~rw for D = 1.5 and various number of terms (a) c = 3, (b) c = 5, (c) c = 10. The dot dash line
is the linear approximation of Eq. (20).
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Results so far have been given in semi-log plots for convenience. In order to return to the original discus-
sion of the experimental results in Fig. 1, the next Fig. 9 gives the dimensionless conductance with a high num-
ber of terms (speciﬁcally for n = 6) as a function of the dimensionless pressure in a log–log graph, and with a
large range of values spanning 5 orders of magnitude in the x-axis and 6 orders of magnitude on the y-axis
(there were only 3 orders of magnitude for both x- and y-axis in the original Fig. 1). It can be ﬁrst observed
that all results lye between the single sinusoid results (Eq. (18)) and the linear law (Eq. (20)). Second, the
results seem not to depend signiﬁcantly on fractal dimension in a ﬁrst region, and then a continuous increase
of the slope is seen, which is more evident for low fractal dimensions. Hence, we attempted ﬁtting the results
here obtained by the sum of two distinct power laws. In particular, the best ﬁt power law exponent obtained is
2/3 in the ﬁrst regime, and the power law becomes very close to the exponent 3/D.
Hence, a resulting possible law isFig. 9.
the ﬁtt
line is~C~rw ¼ ~p2=3 þ ~p3=D ð21Þ
and the approximation (at least within the collapse inherent to the log–log plot with such wide range of results)
seems to be quite good. Notice that there is a signiﬁcantly extended ‘‘transition regime’’ well represented by
the linear approximation of Eq. (20). A re analysis of Fig. 1 shows that the experimental trends, although lar-
gely variable, seem to be simply power laws or display asymptotic power laws at the ends, with only one excep-
tion. The comparison of the results obtained with the theoretical electrical conductance of the ﬁrst scale single
wave suggests that if the roughness of a real surface is due prevalently to a single wave, the behavior diﬀers
signiﬁcantly from a power law, with an apparent local lower exponent in the low-pressure regime and with a
quick raise to inﬁnity when the pressure leads to the complete contact. This is a further way to explain some
behaviors observed in Fig. 1. The present numerical would not change signiﬁcantly if a larger n were to be used
than the n = 6 used here, except perhaps at the very large pressures. Notice however that the case we are con-
sidering corresponds to an inﬁnite extension of the specimen, whereas in practice ﬁnite size of the specimen will
give a ﬁnite limit to the conductance, and hence another regime will be added, which corresponds to a ‘‘pla-
teau’’ in the conductance, with a transition region which may give opposite curvature and result ﬁnally in a
sigmoidal shape as it is observed in some of the curves in Fig. 1.
Finally, in Fig. 10 we trace dimensionless conductance for diﬀerent c = 2,3,5,10 and high number of terms
n. We ﬁnd surprisingly close results, even for the largest c = 10, smaller than we were expecting, suggesting that
for proﬁles having the same approximate PSD (since diﬀerent c only correspond to diﬀerent approximations0.01 0.1 1 10 100 1000
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Dimensionless speciﬁc conductance, for c = 2, n = 6 and diﬀerent D. The symbols are the numerical results. The thin solid lines are
ing function (21) for the diﬀerent fractal dimension. For a complete comparison the single wave deﬁned in Eq. (18) and the dash dot
the linear approximation of Eq. (20) are introduced.
Fig. 10. ~C~rw for D = 1.5, n = 6 and diﬀerent c = 2,3,5,10. The dot dash line (Eq. (20)) is the tangent to the curve (Eq. (18)).
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that this does not mean that the Archard approximation, described in Ciavarella et al. (2004b) works here,
as numerical comparisons show that the latter only works for extremely large c, i.e. of the order of 50 or
greater. As it is clear from Fig. 8, however, some deviations do occur, since for high c the eﬀect of further
terms tend to be ‘‘separated’’ from the previous terms, and hence the conductance curve tends to present ‘‘knee
points’’ and be less continuous. Hence, the eﬀect of ‘‘texture’’ of roughness is far from trivial, and gives rise to
a range of possible behavior.
7. Conclusions
Using an ad hoc developed approximate numerical procedures for the solution of a line contact problem
which is competitive to obtaining the mean results with several runs of a full direct numerical solution code,
we have studied the problem of conductance of multiscale roughness proﬁles. The results show:
(1) the strong dependence on the random phases indicates that results may show considerable scatter from
one specimen to another;
(2) the inverse dependence on the RMS amplitude of the proﬁle roughness, like expected from asperities the-
ory of Greenwood and Williamson;
(3) a less-than-linear behavior at low pressures, with a possible power–law with exponent less than 1 and in
particular close to 2/3;
(4) dominance of the ﬁrst few terms of the series at low pressures, but higher order terms being important
only at higher and higher pressures;
(5) a transition regime for intermediate levels of dimensionless pressures, which can be approximated to
linear;
(6) dependence on the fractal dimension at higher pressures, with increase more than linear particularly at
low D.
The patterns obtained seem to explain some of the trends evidenced in Fig. 1 and hence helps in shedding
more light in the apparent controversial question on the eﬀect of roughness in the conductance of rough sur-
faces. In particular, since roughness tends to be squeezed out, the trends we see show conductance tends to
increase more than linearly (particularly at small fractal dimensions). However, another limit could be found
in terms of the ﬁnite size of the specimen, which may suggest a transition towards reaching a ﬁnite limit. The
resulting curves could then be sigmoidal, as conﬁrmed by qualitative comparisons with experiments in the lit-
erature, where roughness seems to produce large diﬀerence in quantitative and qualitative terms, the former
diﬀerences being due mainly to amplitude or roughness, and the second to the texture parameters.
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